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Learning Objectives
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1. Understand the need and purpose of market research in 
tourism with basic definitions

2. Differentiate the steps and procedures to conduct a 
market research exercise

3. recognize the profile of potential consumers and their 
motivations

4. analyze competition and competitiveness



Module 4 Overview 
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Unit 1: The market 

Unit 2: Market research

Unit 3: Identifying a market niche 
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The Market
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Tourism is an economic activity that links places and 
countries that send tourists (source markets) to places and 
countries that host tourists (host markets), thus creating a 
flow of tourists. 

The tourism market is made up of:

 Supply: providers of tourism services

 Demand: buyers of tourism services 



Stakeholders 
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Type Definitions and functions

1. Tourists Consume or use tourism services (including 

local and foreign people).

2. End suppliers Provide accommodation, meals, transportation 

and other services.

3. Retailers Act as an extension of the suppliers, promoting 

or distributing their services (travel agencies 

and online reservations).

4. Service organizers Perform functions as mediators between 

suppliers and consumers, organizing trips that 

combine different services in the form of 

packages (tour operators).



Competitive Advantage and Competitiveness
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A competitive advantage is an advantage over competitors 
gained by offering consumers greater value. 

Competitiveness is the capacity of a business or a business 
group to create, strengthen and increase over time the 
competitive advantages that position it favorably in a market. 

Sources of competitiveness: 
a) cost leadership
b) flexible specialization 
c) differentiation in terms of quality, innovation, technology 

and brand image.



Cooperation to Increase 
Competitive Advantage
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 Expand knowledge base

 Cost reduction with economies of scale

 Access to professional services

 Expand market reach and marketing strength

 Beneficial business arrangements

 Increased negotiation power 

 Access to public goods



Exercise 1 Cooperating to Increase 
Competitive Advantage 
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In groups of 3-4, reflect on why cooperation could be of 
particular importance in enhancing your – present or future 
– tourism business. 

List key actors/businesses you would be interested in 
cooperating with and identify:

 what kind of cooperation you would propose;

 what you would expect to obtain with each cooperation 
linkage in terms of increasing your competitiveness

 what the partners could expect to gain in competitiveness 
from cooperating with you
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Objectives of Market Research 
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 to identify consumer needs

 to learn about consumer attitudes and values

 to help develop products and services that meet 

 identified needs

 to discover sales trends

 to find out about competitors’ activities

 to measure the effectiveness of promotional activity

 to classify consumer into groups or types



Key Focus of Market Research
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 Potential demand 

 Current supply 

 Competition



Types of Research 
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Primary research: unique research that uses surveys, 
interviews and questionnaires to find out about markets

Secondary research: makes use of existing information 
such as internal or external records and statistics to 
learn more about markets



Conducting a Market Research Exercise 
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3 stage approach:

 First: review the most relevant secondary sources, such as 
magazines and journals, business publications, statistics, 
tourism guidelines, web sites.

 Second: collect primary information through interviews 
and small surveys of tourists, tour operators, leading travel 
agencies and operators, tour guides and other key 
informants like tourism authorities and research institutes.

 Third: organize and process the collected data, analyze and 
draw conclusions for business planning.
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Market Segmentation
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The process of defining a large, homogenous market and 
subdividing it into clearly identifiable segments having 
similar needs. 

Four factors that affect market segmentation 

1. clear identification of the segment

2. measurability of its effective size

3. its accessibility through promotional efforts

4. its appropriateness to the policies and resources of 
the segment



Market Niche (or Niche Market)
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A small but profitable segment of a market suitable for 
focused attention by a marketer. 

Market niches do not exist by themselves, but are 
created by identifying needs or wants that are not 
being addressed by competitors, and by offering 
products that satisfy them.



Creating a Market Niche
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 A unique product or service

 A marketable product or service

 Choose a niche market that’s available

 Market, market, market



Basic Motivations Specific Motivations 

 Rest and Recreation

 Health

 Religion

 Business & professional 
motivations

 Visits to family and 
friends  

 Meet and interact with 
other cultures

 Appreciate historic sites 
and artifacts 

 Attend shows and 
events 

 Take part in special 
activities 
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Motivations of Tourists



Profile of Potential Consumers
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Information on the market segment that the tourism product 
will target in order to define the degree of specialization. 

 Who are these persons or groups with specific interests?

 What are their social and demographic characteristics?

 Where are they from? 

 What preferences do they have for services and activities in 
the destination?



International Profile of the New Tourist
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International profile of the new tourist
1. Is a multiple consumer Looks for cultural experiences, sports, religion, nature, or a combination.

2. Is more cultured than the average 

tourist

Is informed and willing to learn and address new topics.

3. Fragments a holiday Prefers to make several vacation trips at different times of year.

4. Searches for multiple options Compares the different offers and selects the one that best fits his/her

needs.

5. Likes to discover alternative 

destinations

Enjoys the vacation destinations that may be close and familiar, but also 

remote and exotic ones.

6. Consumes without wasting Is willing to learn about new products and destinations, paying attention

to the price.

7. Wants facts and not promises Is very demanding about what is offered and wishes to have experiences

that match the information provided.

8. Is active and enterprising Shows much interest in participating in activities at the sites.

9. Is interested in social and environmental 

issues

Has a social and environmental awareness more developed than the 

average tourist.

10. Seeks to establish a new sociability Seeks to engage with other cultures from the perspective of enriching the

vision of his/ her own environment.



Identifying Potential Consumers
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Identifying my potential consumers

Demand characteristics Your tourist profile

1. Source of tourists: domestic tourism, neighboring countries, 

international tourism

2. Main travel motivations

3. Predominant age groups

4. Gender: female, male or mixed

5. Travelling alone, with family and/or friends

6. Educational attainment and occupation

7. Average family income

8. Times of year when there is a greater influx of visitors

9. Average length of stay of each holiday period

10. Expected average spending per tourist

11. Favourite tourist activities

12. Most valued services

13. Concern/sensitivity regarding decent work and 

responsible tourism

14. Expected growth trends in this market segment

15. Other important characteristics (complete)



Tourism in the Community / Region
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To design or adapt a tourism product, need to 

 identify and analyze the characteristics and dynamics 
of existing tourism products and services

 better understand the flow of tourists

 understand the key market segments or niches already 
being satisfied

 identify potential niches that have not yet been 
exploited



Available Tourism Products and Services 
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Available tourism products and services

Key questions Characteristics

1. Which attractions generate greater visitor flows to the region:

nature, culture, their combination?

2. Which events organized in the area attract more visitors 

each year?

3. What basic tourist services does the community/region 

provide to the visitor?

4. Are these services sufficient? Is there still unmet demand?

5. What do users think about the value for money of 

these services?

6. Does the region have a tourist information centre?

7. Is signage of sufficient quality and quantity?

8. At which level is the community/region being promoted

(regional, national, international)?

9. Which marketing channels are used most frequently?

10. What promotional materials and media are available and 

used?

11. Other relevant questions (complete)



The Competition
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Profile analysis of the competition is useful when 
developing  and implementing a business to achieve 
competitive advantage. Knowing the competition will:

 allow a better definition of the market niche 

 Help to identify key competitiveness factors that will 
“make the difference” 



Knowing the Competition
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Knowing the profile of my competitors

Competitors’characteristics Competitor

A

Competitor

B

Competitor

C

1. Name of business

2. Location

3. Origin of tourists

4. Similar or different from my tourists

5. Type of tourism offered

6. Services and activities

7. Wages and work conditions

8. Quality of service

9. Prices they charge

10. Distribution channels for their services

11. Means of promotion

12. Point out the strengths of your competitors

13. Point out the weaknesses of your competitors

14. Other relevant characteristics (complete)



Exercise 2 Research Plan and Resources 
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For your business, identify existing knowledge and data sources –
primary and secondary – and specify the key issues and questions 
that need further clarification through either primary or 
secondary research.

AREAS OF 
INTEREST

TYPE OF 

INFORMATION

SOURCES 

(DOCUMENTS) AND 

KEY INFORMANTS TO 

BE INTERVIEWED

KEY ISSUES AND 

KEY QUESTIONS 

TO ASK

CONSUMERS (PROFILE) Primary

Secondary

EXISTING SUPPLY Primary

Secondary

COMPETITORS Primary

Secondary



A Summary
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 Tourism is an economic activity subject to global market 
developments, namely the laws supply and demand.

 The tourism market consists of all persons and businesses that 
buy and sell tourism services and products.

 Identifying your market niche is crucial for developing your 
tourism business.

 Market research is an important tool for business development.

 Undertaking research, knowing your competitors, the dynamics 
of your region and the profile of potential customers are the 
necessary steps for making your tourism business successful.



Relevant Market Research Topics
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 Identification of research issues and information 
sources

 Profiles of potential consumers 

 Available tourism products and services in the 
destination

 Profiles of competitors



For More Information
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http://www.ilo.org/public/english/dialogue/sector/sectors/tourism.htm

or

www.ilo.org/sector

Thank you !!

http://www.ilo.org/public/english/dialogue/sector/sectors/tourism.htm
http://www.ilo.org/sector

